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ABSTRACT: Traditional active noise control systems achieve the greatest noise reduction at the locations (If the error sensar(s). In many 
cas"" it is de!lirable to be able to achieve the IIIlIXimrnn noise reduction remote from an error scnsoc. One """y ofOOing this is 10 mcasuretbe 
tnmsfer function between the desired location of maximum reduction and the error SCll5!Ir and incorporate it in the cOIltroi algorithm. The 
disadvantage of this method is that it is not robust to changes in the acoostic environment Another method reli"" on using two or more 

microPhO.~. s to .... Iim. ate the sound level at a remote IOC.".OIl using fOl'Wlll"d.prCdiCtion. .. Th'.' s metho. d .=. nits. in a lower. performaooo but it cnn 
be adapted to changes in the acous~c environment as WIlli as 10 changes in the location "fthe desired pressure mimmum. This paper will 
report on a study thai cOrnparcllthe relative merits of vanous forward prediction method m varJous SItuatIOns. These commencc with a free 
field enVlIonment (to introduce the concept) and then progress to a more practical applicatIOn of an. a[[crafi cabin. Srnglc and multiple control 

sources wlll be cons"lered as will sound pressure sensmg and energy density sensmg. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Active noise control in modally dense and highly damped 
enclosures can result in small Z()1les of attenuation that are 
centralised around the error sensors. In fact, an observer 
located close to a single acoustic pressure error sensor may 
not perceive any improvement in noise reduction as a Tesult of 
active noise control, even thongh the error sensor may 
indicate that a significant reduction has been achieved. 
Consequently, resea:rch has recently been focused on finding 
alternative cost :functions that results in a broader region of 
control that is sufficiently large to envelope the observer. 
EneTgy density is known to be more spatially unifonn than 
squared aconstic pressnre and can result in larger regions of 
attenuation when it is used as an active noise control cost 
function (Sommerfeldt and Parkins (1994». However, for a 
multi-channel control system, the maximum attenuation in 
pressure is still likely 10 occur at the sensor location and the 
size of the wne of local control is inversely proportional to 
frequency (Cazzolato (1999». The volume of the control 
region also tends to increase at the expense of reduced 
attenuation. An alternative 10 increasing the size of the control 
zone is to minimise the cost function at the observer rather 
than at the error sensor location by ~virtual sensing", a 
concept first introduced by Garcia-Bonito et al. (1996). Their 
method was based on measuring the acoustic pressure transfer 
function between a pennanently placed remote microphone 
and a micropbone temporarily located at the observer 
location. With the temporary microphone subsequently 
removed, the signal from the pennanent microphone was 
modifLed with the transfer function to create a "virtual 
microphone" at the observer location. However, any 
significant observer movement or environmental change 
within the vicinity of the sensors alter the transfer function 
and result in an error in the estimate of the acoustic pressure 
at the observer location. Kestel! et al. (2000, 2001) introduced 
''forward 4I1forence prediction virtual sensors ,. which use 
multiple sensors to estimate a trend in the acoustic field and 
predict (via extrapolation) the cost function at the observer 
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location. They have demonstrated. various strategies of error 
sensing that not only shift the zone of attenuated noise towards 
an observer but combine the benefits of ~virtual sensing" and 
energy density minimisation. This paper shows a slIlIlIIlaIy of 
the theory, introduces the concept with an idealised free field 
example and shows how the virtual sensors perfonn in an 
aircraft cabin. 

2. THEORY 

With reference to figure 1, four ·'forward difference prediction 
virtuol sensors·· algorithms arc summarised as follows: 

1. Two microphone, first-order virtual micro-phone: 

(I) 

2. Three microphone, second-order virtual micro-phone: 

(2) 

3. 1\vo microphone, first-order virtual energy density sensor: 

ED, 4;J,?1( .,.~f~ ~(l+~Jpj» 

(~)2 (11 2PlPl t pi) 1 (3) 

4. Three mlCfOphone second-order virtual energy density 

~ l(X('<' h)Pl+ ..:( .. ~;h)P1 

(4) 



Where x is the di>tance ben.veen the observer and the 
nearest sensor, h (25mm) is the lransdu~er separation distance. 
p" p, and p, arc the measured pressures, p, is the pressure at 
the ob,.,rver location and Ea, is the time averaged energy 
density allhe observer location. 
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(b) Second order 

Figure 1, FOTWlln!diff~'Tcnceextmpotation 

The 7,(me of local control around a "virtual energy density 
",nSOT" and a "virtual mi<:ruphone" is compared with that 
achieved when using an actual cnergy density sensor and a 
single microphone. To introduce tbe concept. the analysis 
eommerw." with a free field appro~imalion in an anechoic 
ehamber (figure 2) and thcn progresses to the more practical 
application of an airc."ft cabin (figurc 3). 

pm""ry 21 'll'CTOllhont!O;locatJons 
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Figure 2: Sch.matic representation of the n p. ri mental 
configuration in an unechoic chamber. 

~!~: J : The ~reaker and n,i crophonc locations in the aircraft 
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(b) A firot-onk'T\'irtualmicropbonc 

(c) A ,ccond-urdcr.irtualmicmphonc 



Tn each example the primary noise was generated using a 
single acoustic source, the secondary (cfUlcelling) noise was 
generated from either one or two control sources and Ihe 
controlled sound field was analysed along a O.S m length al25 
mm increments. Minimising pressure at a single location only 
requires one control source, but Cazzola.to (1999) showed thai 
two control sources are required to effectively minimise 
energy density in one dimension. With two control sources, 
using afirst-order virtual energy density sensor is identical to 
simply minimising energy density at the physical sensor 
location or acoustic pressure at two microphone locations 
(Kestell et ai. (2000,2001». This is because in a two sensor 
system the energy density estimate at the observer is a linear 
combination of the pressure and pTCSSIlf"C gradient at the 
sensors. Therefore if these are zero at the sensors it follows 
that the estimated energy density will also be zero. Therefore, 
in the examples that follow, the use of a single control source 
is limited to ohserving the performance of a single 
microphone, a first-order virtual microphone and a second
order virtual microphone. Two control sources are used to 
observe energy density minimisation directly at the sensors 
and at the observer location with a second-order virtual 
energy defl$ity sensor. 

Figure 5: Prediction errors in the absence ofghortwavelength 
spatial pressure variations 
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Figure 6: PredictioneITors in the presence ofshortWllvelength 
spatial pres<IIre VlIrialions. 

4. RESULTS 

Control in an anechoic chamber 

Figure 4 shows the results that are obtained when controlling 
a 100 Hz monotone in an anechoic chamber. The results in 
figure 4{a) show the level of control achieved when using a 
conventional pressure sqWlI"<ld cost function, where the sensor 
is incre-mentally moved further from the observer location. 
The attenuation at the observer location is shown to reduces 
from 40 dB to 8 dB as the observerfscnsor separation distance 
increases from Oh to 4h (100 mm). In figure 4(b} the control 
results for afirsl-order virtual microphone are shown. Since 
the algorithm adapts to an increasing separation distance, the 
attenuation only reduces to 22 dB when observer f sensor 

separation distance increases to 100 tnm, demonstrating a 
practical advantage over the conventional remotely placed 
single microphone (figure 1). Figure 4{c) illustrates the 
perfonnance of the theoretically more =te second-order 
virtual micro-phone (refer to figure 1(b», showing that its 
accuracy is adversely affected by small spatial pressure 
variations thai are primarily due to reflections from the walls 
of the chamber (figures 5 and 6). In this example the second
order vir1ll.al microphone offers no practical advantage when 
compared to a single remotely placed microphone. 
Introducing a second control source allows the pressure to be 
independently controlled at two sensor locations and control 
of energy dcnsity either at the observer or the IICnsorlocation 
(Kestell et al. (2000,2001». Energy density minimisation at 
the error sensOT (or virtual first-order prediction at the 
observer location) is shown in figure 7{a). 
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(a) Ene'EY <ktlllity control (and lust-order virtual energy 
density control) 

(b) Seoond·ordervirtual energy density conltol 

Figure 7: A 100 Hz primary sound source in IIIl "".choic 
chambcrcontrolled via lwo control sourccs. The r;ensorsare 
marked with acirc1e and the observer looatlOn by a vcrdcal I.., 
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Because of the second e<mtrol source, this cost function 
produces a broader region of control (when compared to that 
obtained using a single error miero-phonc ami a single control 
source) and hence maintains an attenuation envclope arolJJld 
the ob:;erver location. wltil the sensors are moved to a 
separation distance of 100 mm (4h). At this observer/sen:;or 
!\eImration disiance the prediction inaccuracies result in a gain 
of 8 dB at the observer location. In figure 7(b) the 
performance of the second-order virtual energy densiry sen.",r 
is shown. The second-order prediction of the energy density 
cost fu""tion at the observer location is more mgged in the 
presenc~ of,mall spatial pressure variations and maintains the 
maximum attenuation al the observcr location wilhin a broad 
and practically siz~d zone of attenuation 

Anaircraflcabin 

The results of activcly controlling the primary noi>e between 
50 Hz and 400 Hz with a single control source 10~pcahT 
located in the head-rest of an aircraft cabin are shown in figure 
8. Figure 8(a) shows how the uncontrolled noise levels at the 
ob,en:er location compare to the controlled noise levels using 
various error senson;. allloc·ated 100 mm from the obsel>'eT. 

The second-order virtiwl microphone is shown 10 be 
extremely sensitive to short wavelength noise and produces an 
erratic control profile across the entire frequency range. For a 
clearer comparison. the noise attenuation at the observcr 
location, when using the fin;t and second-ordt:r virlual 
microphone error sensors. is compared directly to thaI 
obtained using a single microphone error sensor (the 0 dB 
refefCnce) in figurc 8(b). It is shown, that for this single 
control sourc~ example. u~ing afirsr-order l'Mual microphollc 
results in an improved perfonnanco compared 10 that obtained 
using a rcmotely placed single microphone. Figurc 9 shows 
the spatial variation of the uncontrolled primary noise and the 
controlled noise for each eHor sensor. at an example 
frequency sekcled from figwe R (b), wh~re lIsing virtual 
microphones as error sensors improved the active noise 
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(a)'The oncontrollcdaoocontrolledsrectraforvariou.<error 

control performance, compared 10 llsing a single microphone. 
In the 254 Hz example it can be seen thtlt when the ~rror 

microphone, the high level of noi,e 
at the sensor doe, not e~tend to 

en<;ompass Ihe observer lao mm away with only 5 dB of 
attenuation achieved at the observer location. At the same 

rcsultsin 20 dB 
Figure 10 illustrJIOS the results of actively controlling the 

primary noise between 50 Hz and 400 Hz with two control 
sources located in the observer's head-rcst. The :;pectra 
corresponding to the activc noise control when using a single 
microphone, a first-order virlual microphone and a second
order virtual microphone arc compared 10 the uncontrolled 
noise speclfllm at the observer location, with sensors 
separatoo fmm the observer by 100 mm. Figure 100a) ,hows 
that all of the control stral~gies consi<kred here reducoo lhe 
noise at the obSCl>'er loo.;ation across the entire frcquency range 
of interest. In figure 1O(b) the error :;ensing pcrfonnance of 
both types of virtual energy dcns ity sensor are directly 
compared to the use of a single microphone (with one control 
source) in which control via the single microphone is the 0 dB 
reference_ 

Figorc 11 shows that the zone of control increases with a 
firsl-omervirrua/en"rgy demity.,en.<or (compared to using a 
jinl-oma ,'in"al microphone), but as a result of Ib~ >eeond 
control "ource (and the indepcndent e<ll1trol of pressure at twQ 

locations) and not Ihe cost function . Figure lOeb) and figure 
8(b),how thalthesecond-ordervirfUal rlU''8)· ~it)'J .. n.wr 
shov.·s a superior error sensing performance when oomp:!.rcd 10 

using all oflhe otb.crerror sensing methods. Figure II shows 
how the control zones compare in the spalial domain around 
the observer location at an example fi'tqtJency of 233 Hz 
cboscnfromfigurc 10 (b). TtisshoYm thattheft"COlfd-<Jrrkr 
virlUai energy density error ., .. nsor not only r~sull" in the 

(b) The attenuation achieved with . irtuat microphone; 
compared to B sin&1e microphone 

figure 8: ANt: spcctm at ,he observer localion with one controt source located in the obsc""'r', head""t. The sensor.; are tocated 4h 
(l 00rnrn) from the ob""Ner's car. 
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highest noise attenuation at the observer location, but 
produces a broad zone (compared to a single microphone) of 
attenuated noise cemered around the observer location 
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S. CONCLUSIONS 

In the particular examples discussed in this paper, it hal> been 
demonstrated that thefirsr-order virtual microphom'(based on 
forward difference prediction) outperfoTIIl8 a conventional 
microphone (in terlll8 of noise reduction at the observer 
location) for the same observer/sensor location separation 
distance. While the highest attenuation at the observer 
location should theoretically be achieved by using a "ecund
urder virtual microphone, the attenuation actually achie,'ed 
was found to be very sensitive to short wavelength spatial 
pressure variations and seldom olfered an advantage in 
prdCtice to the use of a conventional microphone. It has al"" 
been shown thaI first-order prediction melh()(l~ for energy 
densil)' e,timalion at a remote location (the observer) offer no 
advantage to controlling energy dc:nsil)' directly at the remote 
sensor. In tenns of offering hoth a high level of attenuation 
and a broad control zorn: around the location of the observer. 
the second-order virfUal energy Jensily sensor produced the 
bcslrcsults. 
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(a) Tbe uncontrolled and controlled spccrra for variou, =or 
"C11<mgwategtcs 

b) Til;; alkouation achi~vcd with virtual microphone, 
comparcdloa'inglcmicrophone 

Figure 10: ANC 'pc<:trums at the ob,er.'CI location with two 
control wurc~' both located itt the oh<crvcr\ headresl. The 
physical ~nSON are located 4h (IOOmm) from tn. observer'. ear. 


